I loved Upstairs, Downstairs . . . you identify with the downstairs people while vicariously enjoying the life of the upstairs people.
-Alistair Cooke, Host of Masterpiece Theatre Upstairs, Downstairs was beloved by a generation of Americans who became entranced by this classic story of an upstairs Edwardian family and its downstairs household. The series chronicled the daily repartee and tangled relationships between the upstairs and downstairs contingents, a tale laced with all of the ingredients of human complexity. Despite their diverse perspectives and backgrounds, the lives at 165 Eaton Place became entwined by their core values, conserved traits, and the shared challenges of the day. In terms of human biology, Upstairs, Downstairs was a classic saga of the interplay between genes and environment.
In the family of human cardiomyopathies, another complex story is unfolding, this time around the divergent backgrounds and perspectives of clinical cardiology and molecular genetics. In this cardiological version of Upstairs, Downstairs, the theme is Genotype, Phenotype, and the initial storyline revolves around the precept that the primary determinant of the clinical phenotype is the molecular genotype. The clinical viewpoint has been underpinned by noninvasive analyses that can quantitatively assess differences in chamber volume, wall thickness, hypertrophy, systolic versus diastolic dysfunction, and outflow tract obstruction, leading to three clinical subtypes: hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM), dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM), and restrictive cardiomyopathy (RCM). The molecular viewpoint has been driven by: 1) the discovery of diverse cardiomyopathic genotypes, resulting in a detailed examination of the differential phenotypic effects of mutations in a myriad of sarcomeric and cytoskeletal genes, 2) cataloguing the effects of missense mutations by the severity of the charge change within a given disease gene, 3) evaluating differences between haploinsufficiency and missense mutations, and 4) correlating these diverse disease genotypes with differences in the severity, time of onset, and diversity of the cardiomyopathy phenotype. The theme of this early script is that there may be a specific set of molecular pathways and calcium signaling (12), and clear evidence of genetic background effects in gene-targeted mouse models of cardiomyopathy (13).
Resolving cardiomyopathy phenotypes and disease pathways with refined physiological technology: the MLP story
Part of the difficulty in attempting to define the molecular pathways that link the myriad number of sarcomeric and cytoskeletal mutations with specific forms of cardiomyopathy stems from our relatively primitive understanding of the precise physiological phenotype of these and other cardiac muscle diseases. Given the vast diversity of human cardiomyopathic genotypes, as well as the inherent difficulty in assessing the physiological function of cardiac muscle cells from a large number of distinct patients and their families, it is likely that many of the major insights will arise at the interface of mouse models and human disease. For example, recent studies have identified a missense mutation in the muscle LIM domain protein (MLP) gene that is associated with human DCM that has arisen as a result of a founder effect in a Northern European population (14). Parallel studies in MLP-deficient mice indicate that MLP plays a critical role as part of a Z disc-telethonin-titin complex that is an essential component of the cardiac muscle stretch sensor (14). The human MLP mutation disrupts this complex, indicating that the pathway that links the disease genotype with the cardiomyopathy phenotype is related to a primary defect in the cardiac muscle stretch sensor pathway (14). Accordingly, it may become possible to develop a more functional approach to the classification of human cardiomyopathies on the basis of a detailed phenotypic analysis of mouse model systems. It will become critical to continue to develop new, high-resolution, high-throughput technology to resolve cardiac muscle physiological phenotypes at the whole organ, intact muscle, and single cell level.
As noted in Table 2 , an arsenal of physiological technology has already been developed by multiple laboratories, which can now be coupled with the growing power of mouse genetics and well-characterized gene-targeted model systems. Background effects in various mouse strains have been clearly observed and attempts to map and clone these modifiers are ongoing, a task made easier by the mouse genome project. The generation of hypomorphic alleles that correspond to known human cardiomyopathy genotypes could be especially informative. Conditional mutagenesis will be valuable in assessing whether the onset of cardiomyopathy in the postnatal setting actually reflects subtle, developmental effects of the sarcomeric and cytoskeletal gene mutations on chamber morphogenesis or function and a fleet of CRE recombinase mouse lines have now been well validated to restrict the mutations to specific cardiovascular lineages, i.e., atrial, ventricular, atrioventricular nodal, epicardial, endothelial, and neural crest (for review, see ref.
15). Genetic complementation via germline gene modification or Adenoassociated virus-mediated transcoronary gene transfer should be informative (10, 16), capitalizing on candidate genes uncovered in surrogate systems, i.e., in vitro cardiac myocyte assays, zebrafish, fly, and mouse models.
Phenotype, Genotype
Of course, without parallel advances in functional cardiac phenotyping, attempts to use these models to dissect specific molecular pathways for this multifaceted disease are likely to remain superficial. Ironically, the next episodes of the continuing story on the family of cardiomyopathies may rely more on innovative strategies for precision phenotyping, as opposed to simply expanding the number of genetically engineered mouse model systems per se. It is highly likely that a re-analysis of existing gene targeted mouse models of cardiomyopathy with more refined phenotyping will uncover unsuspected physiological mechanisms of direct relevance to cardiac muscle diseases. High-throughput patch clamp arrays, in vivo expression of calcium reporter genes in intracellular micro-domains of living cardiac muscle cells, novel strategies to monitor conduction system function, and new technology to assay cardiac muscle stretch sensor and effector pathways are likely to be featured. Consult your local listing for the sequel to the cardiomyopathy story, Phenotype, Genotype. 
